








PREMIUM PERFORMANCE  
AT A REASONABLE PRICE
Even if tyre service doesn't form the backbone of your business, you need a wheel 
balancer that can help your team handle them quickly and confidently whenever 
one rolls into the shop. John Bean General Repair Wheel Balancers deliver precision 
performance in a compact footprint, with intuitive functionality, efficient data entry 
and intelligent ergonomics that make every job your team takes on more accurate, 
productive and precise.

Models
B100, B200, B340L, B600P

WHEEL
BALANCERS



B600P
The John Bean B600P is a professional 
touchscreen wheel balancer for cars, light 
trucks and motorcycles – with 2D SAPE (Semi-
Automatic Parameter Entry) and Smart Sonar 
input for automatic measurement of wheel 
offset, wheel diameter and wheel width, a 
pinpoint laser indicator for weight placement, 
and patented power clamping.

Smart Sonar gives 30% time savings compared 
to manual data input while the B600P also 
features a high intensity LED rim light to 
improve vision when placing weights, and a 
touchscreen monitor.

The patented power clamping system clamps 
the wheel to the unit accurately and with 
a constant force, which aids the balancing 
operation.

Features
• Gold touchscreen interface 
 - Easy to use graphical user interface

• Power clamping 
 - The wheel is clamped to the balancer with a  
  patented power clamping device

• easyWEIGHT 
 - Pinpoint indicator for fast and accurate  
  adhesive weight location

• Rim lighting 
 - LED light system, improves rim cleaning  
  and weight placement

• Smart Sonar 
 - Automatic non-contact wheel rim   
  measurement

• 2D data entry 
 - Semi-automatic input of rim diameter and  
  Offset via SAPE arm

• Guided weight placement

 - Via SAPE arm in ALU P modes only

• easyALU 
 - Balancer automatically recognises the  
  weight mode as ALU-P by position of SAPE  
  arm

• Split weight mode 
 - Split adhesive weights behind spokes for a  
  better cosmetic finish to the wheel

• Imbalance Optimisation program 
 - During the optimisation procedure rim and  
  tyre are adjusted relative to each other on  
  the basis of different unbalance   
  measurements

• quickBAL 
 - Reduced cycle time by up to 30% by using  
  minimum revolutions to get reading

• Stop in position and shaft lock

 - Wheel spin is stopped in the correct   
  location for weight applying

 - Pedal holds wheel in position while working 
  on the wheel

specifications
Maximum Wheel Diameter 
42in

Rim Width 
1-20 inch

Maximum Wheel Weight 
70kg

Dimensions (HxWxD, mm) 
1313 x 868 x 1834

Machine Weight 
130kg

general  repair  wheel  balancers



general  repair  wheel  balancers

B100

B340L

The John Bean B100 is a digital wheel balancer 
for cars, light trucks and motorcycles that 
combines the expected John Bean brand 
accuracy with a small footprint and value for 
money. It includes 2D SAPE to measure wheel 
offset and wheel diameter in one process, 
the VPI measuring system for high accuracy, 
and split weight mode to hide weights behind 
spokes for a better finish.

specifications
Maximum Wheel Diameter 
37.8in

Rim Width 
1-20 inch

Maximum Wheel Weight 
70kg

Dimensions (HxWxD, mm) with wheel guard open 
1100 x 1005 x 1711

Machine Weight 
70kg

The new John Bean B340L is a professional 
touchscreen wheel balancer for cars, light 
trucks and motorcycles – with 2D SAPE (Semi-
Automatic Parameter Entry) and Smart Sonar 
input for automatic measurement of wheel 
offset, wheel diameter and wheel width, along 
with a pinpoint laser indicator for weight 
placement. Smart Sonar gives 30% time savings 
compared to manual data input. The B340L also 
features a high intensity LED rim light to improve 
vision when placing weights.

specifications
Maximum Wheel Diameter 
42in

Rim Width 
1-20 inch

Maximum Wheel Weight 
70 kg

Dimensions (HxWxD, mm) with wheel guard open 
1371 x 877 x 1661

Machine Weight 
90kg



B200
The John Bean B200 is a video wheel balancer 
for cars, light trucks and motorcycles. It includes 
a 2D SAPE to measure wheel offset and wheel 
diameter in one process, the VPI measuring 
system for high accuracy, split weight mode to 
hide weights behind spokes for a better finish, 
and an intuitive control panel and video display.

specifications
Maximum Wheel Diameter 
42in

Rim Width 
1-20 inch

Maximum Wheel Weight 
70kg

Dimensions (HxWxD, mm) with wheel guard open 
1012 x 781 x 1834

Machine Weight 
82 kg



A CHANGER TO 
SUIT YOUR NEEDS
John Bean's tyre changers are famous worldwide for their outstanding quality and are 
designed to handle the demands of the busiest tyre workshops in the world, without 
compromising on durability and ease of operation. John Bean tyre changers are 
approved by most leading vehicle and tyre manufacturers. As a result, the John Bean 
brand has an unparalleled reputation for providing the highest quality, excellent value 
and great service.

Models
T5305, T5325, T5545

TYRE
CHANGERS





high-volume tyre  changers

T5305

T5545

The new T5305 is a tyre changer designed 
for general repair shops, for the handling of 
standard steel and manufacturers’ tyres.

It features a two-cylinder table for improved 
gripping of the rim, a pneumatic tilting column, 
and a side-mounted bead breaker with 
adjustable inclination.

specifications
Maximum Wheel Diameter 
39.5in

Rotation Speed 
8rpm

Total Clamping Range 
10in-20in

Power 
230V 1ph, 50Hz, 6A

Dimensions (H x W x D, mm) 
1160 x 1700 x 1850

*Image shown with optional Plus Kit.

*Image shown with optional Plus Kit.

The new T5545 is a tyre changer designed 
for all workshop types, for handling standard 
manufacturer and ultra-high profile tyres. 

It and offers a high productivity speed via the 
built-in ProSpeed inverter technology which 
automatically controls the speed of the turntable 
dependent on the torque required when 
mounting/demounting the tyre, along with a 
large 24-inch outer clamping range. 

specifications
Maximum Wheel Diameter 
39.5in

Rotation Speed 
7-18rpm controlled via ProSpeed

Total Clamping Range 
10in-24in

Power 
230v 1ph, 50Hz, 16A

Dimensions (H x W x D, mm) 
1300 x 1800 x 1920



T5325 The new John Bean T5325 is a tyre changer 
designed for all workshop types, for handling 
standard manufacturer and ultra-high profile 
tyres.

It offers a high productivity speed via the 
built-in ProSpeed inverter technology which 
automatically controls the speed of the 
turntable dependent on the torque required 
when mounting/demounting the tyre, along 
with a large 22-inch outer clamping range.

specifications
Maximum Wheel Diameter 
39.5in

Rotation Speed 
7-18rpm controlled via ProSpeed

Total Clamping Range 
10in-22in

Power 
230v 1ph, 50Hz, 16A

Dimensions (H x W x D, mm) 
1300 x 1700 x 1850

*Image shown with optional Plus Kit.
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